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The Electrical Branch of Guntur Division has been playing a crucial role in the progress 

and development of the division especially in the areas of passenger comfort and amenities.  

Headed by Sr.DEE and assisted by two ADEEs, the department takes care of the general 

services, which include the electric necessities of service buildings & staff quarters, train lighting 

and Air conditioning and the maintenance of traction distribution. The major assets that are to 

be paid attention include 75 Nos of various class of stations, over 183 Nos of electrified LC 

gates (including 12 Nos of un-manned LC gates in gate-mitra account), 31 Nos. of major Diesel 

generator sets, 110 Nos of pumping installations, 142 Nos of AC plants, 234 passenger 

coaches for Train lighting and 6 AC coaches over 185 service buildings, 1071 staff quarters, 

122.76 TKM of OHE and 4 Nos. of   25 KV AC switching stations. 

 

General Services 

  

The main emphasis is laid on the system improvement and utilisation of energy saving 

devices in all areas of its functioning with the ultimate goal of ensuring uninterrupted and quality 

power supply to the rail user and to the railway persons & their families.           

        .  

 

 

 

  

Electrical lift of 15 persons capacity on PF.1 at 

Guntur station – An important passenger 

amenity for use by old-age and physically 

challenged passengers. 

 

A night view of Guntur station on the east side 
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Some of the major achievements and improvements include   

 

    
 

 

 

 Provision of more than 4317 Nos of various wattages of LED fittings in place of conventional 
fittings. 9 stations were declared as 100% LED lit stations. 
 

 Segregation of domestic and commercial loads by duly constructing new HT sub-stations to 
avail tariff benefits and also improving the reliability of power supply at Nalgonda station. 

 
 

          
 

 Construction of new HT sub-station at Narasareopet station in place of LT supply to meet 
the upcoming loads. 
 
 

 

 
 Construction of new HT sub-station at Nallapadu station for newly commissioned sick wagon 

depot. 
  

            Guntur Station East side with façade lighting 
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 Provision of Solar panels for 43 Nos of way side stations and 2 major stations Repalle and 

Donakonda as a standby power supply and energy conservation measure and also 

promoting usage of Solar Energy as per the guidelines of Railway Board. 

           
 

 Provision of Solar panels for 89 Nos of LC gates as standby power supply and energy 

conservation measure. 12 Nos of un-manned LC gates were provided with one LED light on 

Solar system for gate-mitras. 

       
 

Water supply system: 

 

 Guntur and surrounding areas of the erstwhile Palnadu territory are acknowledged as 

dry areas with hot and humid conditions prevailing almost through out the year and the shortage 

of potable drinking water has been an area of concern from time immemorial.  

 

 To meet this challenge, as a short term strategy, a number of new bore wells were dug 

at vital places like Nallapadu, Guntur, Nandyal and Giddalur. In the long-term water requirement 

of Guntur Railway station has been taken up for pumping of water from Krishna River is in 

progress over 35 kms away from Guntur.   
 

Energy Conservation Measures: 

 

Energy saved is more than energy produced. This has been the guiding principle for the 

department, in the overall working and in installation and renewal of all major electrical 

equipments. The major initiatives in this direction include: 
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 Provided Energy efficient lighting systems like LEDs at most of the stations and 
service buildings of the division. 

 

 Non-conventional Solar water heating equipments are provided at running rooms, 
officer’s rest houses, retiring rooms over Guntur division. 

 
 

                 
 

 Timer switches for platform lighting circuits for effective utilization of 70% and 30% 
lighting, water pumps, water coolers, street lights and high mast lighting systems are 
some of the many areas that were given priority in accomplishing this task.  

 

 Provided occupational sensors to minimise usage of energy at officers chambers, 
conference room in DRM office, Guntur. 

 

 Energy savers provided for AC units at various locations over Guntur division. 
 

 Provision of Solar pumps for LC gates at remote locations. 
 

 Holding of Seminars / Workshops on Energy conservation / Safety by involving all 
the user departments is a regular feature of the department to educate on saving 
energy / Precautions while on work. 
 

 

                    

 

The connected load of the Guntur Division has increased upto 5740 KW due to increase 

of stations and assets. The connected load increasing drastically, due to addition of new assets 

hence the consumption is also increasing. 
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 Traction Distribution:  

  

Though only a small percentage of the track in the new Division is electrified i.e. Krishna 

canal-Nallapadu and Guntur Tenali section, its role is none the less crucial in a way that the 

traction change from diesel to electric and vice versa takes place at Nallapadu for all the 

important freight services and at Guntur for most of the important and the long distant 

passenger trains that run through the division. The only and major Tr.D maintenance depot at 

Guntur has been taking care of the assets of this 122.76 TKM section in an eminent manner 

ensuring un-interrupted power supply to electric traffic.   

 

The major achievements that were accomplished in the recent past on TRD side include: 

 Completion of 100% annual maintenance schedules of assets and special 
maintenance instructions issued by Railway Board within in the specified time. 

 

 Additional measures put in place like keeping earth pits in good fettle ensuring 
overall safety and of sophisticated power supply installations.  

 

 Zero failure of OHE was achieved during the last three years.    

 

On going works : 

 

 NLPD-NDL section (RKM – 255 (approx.), TKM – 318 (approx.)) Railway 
electrification works are in progress. 

 

 GNT-TEL section (length – RKM - 24.38 kms, TKM – 32 kms) doubling works 
along with Railway electrification works are in progress. 

 
   

The future: 

 

 With Guntur Division making a mark of its own, particularly in earnings and efficiency, 

operation and safety, passenger amenities and punctuality, the role played by the electrical 

department in this great endeavor is very crucial.  The department is geared up with determined 

approach to play its role in rendering high quality passenger comfort and to sustain efficient 

energy management by way of innovative practices, judicious employment of human and 

financial resources.  In a nutshell, it can be concluded that the department has been illuminating 

the path of progress and development achieved by the Division to the delight of the rail user 

particularly the common passenger. 

 

 

 


